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< p > no brothers, no basketball, basketball is a team sport. Five players to carry out their duties: point guard to control the situation,
center control box, shooting guard is mainly responsible for the score... Now, however, the team's division is not so obvious, some
positions are interchangeable. Some of the players can not "well behaved", some of the smaller players but inside very active. You
say, for example, a defender of the body is hard to play inside, the results also hard to eat up the opponent. In NBA, such a player and
a lot, the following to list the short player. Paul · Millsap NBA year 2006 draft, Paul · Millsap in the second round of the forty-seventh
Utah Jazz team selected. Although Millsap registration height is 2 m 03, but according to some of the people who know him, he is
only 2 meters tall and 01 meters. Such a height, in the forest of NBA big striker is not appropriate, and its own pace to move fast
enough, controlled ball ability weak, not at small forward. So, in jazz, he can only be regarded as a big striker to use, give Boozer a
good rest. In Boozer was traded, Millsap was more playing time, he with many shorter forward does not have flexible make up the
height is insufficient, and due to his precise mid-range jumpers makes him in the Jazz's tactical system has become a key ring. He
filled to the eagle, Josh · Smith's absence, play an important role in both ends. Millsap 2010 years on November 10, the heat and the
Jazz game called the classic battle of the NBA, the heat once leading 22 points but was forced into extra time, the final home to
114:116 lost to jazz. Jazz forward Paul & middot; Millsap in the game a famous battle, not only take a career highest 46 points, nine
rebounds and at regular time finally 28 seconds scored 11 points, by their own power, let the heat three giants become the floating
clouds. Millsap game 28 cast in 19, 3 minutes of Balls 3 cast 3, let a person the most odd is, the height of 2.03 meters forward, even
in the final 28 seconds to hit the three record three points with a buzzer tied ball. The final 12.1 seconds, he scored 8 points. Millsap
miraculous performance, reminiscent of the same miracle created two players in NBA history: Lei Ji · and Tracey · Miller; Mcgrady.
Millsap 12 seconds to win 8 points, and Miller Maddie, absolutely can go down in history, it is worth mentioning that the three players
have surnames starting with M. Brandon · bath1985 April 30, was born in the United States in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana), American professional basketball player, our Zhida striker, height 2 meters 03, effectiveness in the NBA Boston Celtics
team. 2005 NBA >
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